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Mobile Web Sites vs. Responsive Web:
Choosing the Right Approach

When determining a mobile Web
strategy, consider all online
properties, including the main Web
site and any microsites, channel
portals or sales support sites

While dedicated mobile sites are
ideal for a subset of frequently
used mobile content, responsive
Web sites enable content
consistency across platforms and
simplify site maintenance and
updates

Web analytics insights into mobile
access patterns and content
consumption should inform the
selection of a mobile approach

As digital cameras have become more advanced and less expensive, many
camera owners have started printing their photographs at home. Each must
decide whether to buy a dedicated photo printer that will increase output
quality, but requires special inks and takes up more space, or rely on an all-
purpose printer that produces lower-quality prints but requires only a single
device to be maintained.

Digital marketers who plan to add mobile capabilities to their Web properties
face a similar decision. Should they build a dedicated, specialized mobile site 
or a responsive Web site that can serve all screen sizes with a single site? 
The decision should be based on the dominant use case and long-term site
strategy. In this brief, we provide guidance for marketers seeking to decide 
if responsive Web design or a mobile Web site is the best solution for their
needs.

Two Mobile Approaches
B-to-b companies implementing a mobile strategy should be familiar with both
mobile Web sites and responsive Web design in order to determine the best
choice for their intended use case:

• Mobile sites. A mobile Web site is a separate site that exists in parallel to the
current site. While content and visitor intent may be shared, the mobile site
has a separate code base and domain (e.g. m.yourcompany.com,
yourcompany.mobi). When mobile users navigate to the corporate Web site,
they are automatically redirected to the mobile site.

• Responsive sites. A Web site built using responsive Web design
automatically resizes itself based on the screen size of the device used to view
it. It detects whether the viewer is using a desktop computer monitor, laptop,
tablet or smartphone and configures content to provide the best viewing
experience for that device.

Each of these approaches has potential advantages and disadvantages. 
In a large enterprise, both mobile Web sites and responsive design may be
deployed across the organization’s various Web properties (e.g. public Web
sites, partner portals, sales support sites).

Mobile Site Pros and Cons
Many companies begin their mobile Web efforts with a mobile microsite or 
a mobile version of a small section of their corporate Web site. After gaining
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some experience and determining what combination 
of internal and agency resources will be used to design,
develop and maintain the mobile Web presence, a more
comprehensive mobile strategy should be planned. For Web
sites with a small number of pages, a mobile site with content
parity might be possible, but most b-to-b sites are too large
and complex to make maintenance of a full parallel mobile
site feasible. Use Web analytics to determine what sections of
the Web site are most frequented by mobile visitors and
should be included in the mobile site.

• Advantages. The biggest advantage of a dedicated mobile
site is that it is designed specifically for mobile access.
Navigation can be simplified and often uses icons sized and
positioned on the screen for optimal tapping and swiping, not
mouse-clicking. Dedicated mobile sites can take advantage of
native smartphone functionality (e.g. integrated one-button
calling). Content can also be tuned to the specific needs of the
mobile use case and is typically limited to the most needed
and desired content to eliminate long page scrolls. Finally,
well-designed mobile Web sites can perform at or near the
speed of native apps and meet typical users’ load time
tolerance requirements of less than five seconds, with best-
of-breed sites loading in less than one second.

• Common use cases. Mobile Web sites are ideal for a 
subset of frequently used content, especially content 
that visitors typically access when away from their desks.
Product and part lookup site sections (especially for
transactional products) are often included in a mobile site.
Customer support sections can also be good mobile
candidates, especially if a mobile how-to video can assist 
a client. Dedicated mobile sites can be deployed for sales
and partner enablement to provide easy access to sales
support material, especially interactive elements (e.g. ROI
calculators). Dedicated mobile sites can also be ideal for
separate promotional or demand creation sites, especially
those tied to a campaign optimized for mobile inbound and
outbound demand creation (see the brief “Mobile Marketing
Tactics: Surveying the Landscape”). Finally, dedicated mobile
sites are often used in combination with downloadable apps
to extend the app’s functionality.

• Cautions. Mobile Web sites fail when the selected subset 
of content does not meet users’ needs. Although mobile
visitors might be able to transition seamlessly between
mobile and non-mobile portions of the site, the mobile user
experience is compromised if navigation of the non-mobile

portions is difficult on a mobile device. When building a
mobile Web site, best practice organizations include a “go to
full site” option and carefully monitor the percentage of
visitors who choose it. If most mobile visitors visit the full
site, consider expanding the mobile site or shifting to a
responsive Web site strategy. Avoid limiting the mobile site
to a mobile homepage and section hub pages and leaving 
all valuable content on the main site.

Responsive Web Pros and Cons
Responsive Web sites allow content layouts to change
dynamically to accommodate different screen sizes. Even
when viewed on a desktop computer, a responsive Web site
reformats itself if the browser window is resized. As with a
mobile Web site strategy, companies need a rollout plan that
prioritizes the sections of the Web site with the highest mobile
usage rates. Visitors can seamlessly move between responsive
and non-responsive sections of the site, but mobile users’
experience may be compromised when they leave a
responsive section.

• Advantages. Because responsive sites require only one
code base, content needs to be updated and maintained
only once to serve both mobile and desktop users. Also,
when a page or section is converted to responsive Web
design, users have direct access to all the content on the
page or section, rather than a selected subset of content (as
is typical on a dedicated mobile site). Content on responsive
Web sites is also more search-engine-friendly than content
on mobile sites: In 2012, Google recommended responsive
Web design as the best choice for search engine
optimization. The single URL for both desktop and mobile
users better accommodates Google’s link algorithms, and
traffic is not split between multiple URLs.

• Common use cases. Responsive Web design is often used
when mobile users need access to information across
multiple sections of a Web site (e.g. comparing offerings
across solution sections). While the redesign for responsive
Web may require more effort than a mobile site, a single site
typically requires less maintenance over time. Another use
case consideration involves sites and sections whose visitors
frequently change devices when accessing content. During
the buyer’s journey and customer lifecycle, a prospect may
research, purchase and look for support on different
devices. Responsive Web sites provide a consistent user
experience and content access across all of these tasks
throughout the buyer’s journey and customer lifecycle.
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• Cautions. Because responsive Web designs use a single code base for
desktop and mobile experiences, thoughtful design decisions must be made
about content length, layout and user experience. For example, standard tab
navigation can result in a mobile view where the navigation bars on the
landing page take up the entire smartphone screen. Fly-out navigation, where
navigation choices are shown only when an individual bar is clicked, improves
the layout for mobile users, but may not be ideal for desktop users. As
organizations seek content consistency by leaving all legacy desktop content
on the site, the volume of content can become cumbersome for mobile users.
In addition to long page scrolls, excessive content can make page load times
unacceptably long. While responsive Web can hide some content in order to
provide an optimal layout, the content still loads in the background,
potentially increasing load times and causing users to abandon the site.

The Sirius Decision
The abandonment rate of mobile visitors is extremely high due to slow 
load times and pages that are not optimized for mobile viewing. With the
penetration of smartphones and tablets growing beyond 50 percent in many
markets, companies must move beyond the pilot or “mobile veneer” stage of
their mobile efforts and develop a consistent long-term strategy. For example,
when using mobile inbound marketing tactics, organizations should implement
mobile-optimized landing pages and microsites. Determine the optimal mobile
approach – whether it’s a dedicated mobile site, responsive Web site or a
combination of the two – based on visitor expectations and patterns, as well as
short-term development and long-term maintenance costs.


